Superheroes, START, May 4 - 8

Creative Writing

Write and/or draw step-by-step directions on how to become a superhero.

Logic problems

Use the following clues to solve the logic problem.

2. Tony doesn’t like Superman.
3. The youngest kid likes Spiderman.
4. The kid who likes Superman is 8.

STEM Activity

Engineering for Superheroes

Cardboard Challenge

2. Transform ordinary box(es) into something new and unique – maybe something that could help a superhero. Use your imagination to build an arcade game, rocket ship, or any other creation. Use simple tools (i.e. scissors, tape, string, markers) and get help with cutting from an adult.
3. See the Cardboard Challenge posted on our school’s webpage for additional information and if you are interested in winning an award for your creation.

Superhero Creative Art

Find any item(s) laying around your house and create art using them. Try to create a scene involving superheroes and try to use more than one object in your picture. Examples of items are: a pen, gold fish crackers, golf ball, half an apple, cherry tomatoes, pinecone, an orange, etc.

Example

Notice the vase was drawn, and the flowers are crumpled up pieces of paper.

Remember these are optional educational activities to do while at home. Try to get TWO in a ROW or the WHOLE CARD.